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Abstract :    An approach to neutron spectrum unfolding based on a stochastic evolutionary search
mechanism - Genetic Algorithm (GA) is presented. It is tested to unfold a set of simulated
spectra, the unfolded spectra is compared to the output of a standard code FERDOR. The method
was then applied to a set of measured pulse height spectrum of neutrons from the AmBe source
as well as of emitted neutrons from Li(p,n) and Ag(C,n) nuclear reactions carried out in the
accelerator environment. The unfolded spectra compared to the output of FERDOR show good
agreement in the case of AmBe spectra and Li(p,n) spectra. In the case of Ag(C,n) spectra GA
method results in some fluctuations. Necessity of carrying out smoothening of the obtained
solution is also studied, which leads to approximation of the solution yielding an appropriate
solution finally. Few smoothing techniques like second difference smoothing, Monte Carlo
averaging, combination of both and gaussian based smoothing methods are also studied. Unfolded
results obtained after inclusion of the smoothening criteria are in close agreement with the
output obtained from the FERDOR code. The present method is also tested on a set of under-
determined problems, the outputs of which is compared to the unfolded spectra obtained from
the FERDOR applied to a completely determined problem, shows a good match. The distribution
of the unfolded spectra is also studied. Uncertainty propagation in the unfolded spectra due to
the errors present in the measurement as well as the response function is also carried out. The
method appears to be promising for unfolding the completely determined as well as under-
determined problems. It also has provisions to carry out the uncertainty analysis.
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न्यूशॉन ःपेक्शम अन्फोिल्डंग के िलए एक जेनेिटक अल्गोिरथम आधािरत पद्धित 

िवितशा समुन एवं पी. के. सरकार 

ःवाःथ्य भौितकी ूभाग 

भाभा परमाण ुअनुसधंान केन्ि, मुबंई Ð ४०००८५, भारत 

सारांश 

न्यूशॉन ःपेक्शम अन्फोिल्डंग के िलए, एक ःटोकािःटक इवोल्यूशनरी सचर् पद्धित - जेनेिटक 
एल्गोिरथ्म (GA), पर आधािरत एक ूःताव ूःतुत िकया गया है| कृिऽम मापों के एक सेट को 
विणर्त करने के िलए उपरोक्त अल्गोिरथम का परीक्षण िकया गया है, और एक मानक कोड 
फेरडोर के ूके्षपण से तुलना की गयी है|  

तद्पश्चात इस िविध को न्यूशॉन के एक पल्स हाइट ःपेक्शम के माप जो की AmBe के एक 
स्तर्ोत से िलया गया था एवं एक्सेलरेटर के वातवरण में िकये गए Li(p,n) एवं Ag (C,n) 

न्यूिक्लयर िरएक्शन से उत्सिजर्त न्यूशॉन ःपेक्शम पर ूयुक्त िकया गया| उप्र्योक्त िविध से ूाप्त 
िकया गया AmBe एवं Li(p,n) का अनफोल्डेड ःपेक्शम फेरडोर के ूके्षपण से तुल्य था| हालाँिक 
Ag (C,n) का ःपेक्शा जब GA से अनफोल्ड िकया गया तो अनफोल्डेड ःपेक्शम में कुछ अनचाही 
फ्लक्चुएशन्स थीं| अनफोल्डेड ःपेक्शम में ःमिूथंग की आवँयकता का भी अध्ययन िकया गया 
है, जो की एक ूके्षिपत समाधान में    साद्र्ंयता ले आता है जो की अतंतः एक एिच्छक समाधान 
देता है| कुछ ःमिूथंग ूिबयाएं जसेै की सेकंड िडफरेंस ःमिूथगं, मोंटे कालोर् एवरेिजगं, इन दोनों 
का सयंोजन एवं गौिःशयन आधािरत ःमिूथंग का भी अध्ययन िकया गया है| ःमिूथंग ूिबयाओं 
के इःतेमाल के उपरांत GA से अनफोल्डेड ःपेक्शम एवं फेरडोर के आउटपुट में बहुत अच्छी 
समानता देखने को िमली|  

तदपुरान्त ूःतािवत GA आधािरत िविध को एक अडंर-िडटरिमडं ूॉब्लम सेट पर अप्लाई िकया 
गया, और उसके आउटपुट को फेरडोर द्वारा उसी पूणर्त्या िडटरिमडं ूॉब्लम के अनफोल्डेड 
ःपेक्शम से कम्पेयर िकया गया, दोनों आउटपुट्स में अच्छी समानता पाई गयी| अनफोल्डेड 
ःपेक्शा का िडःशीब्यूशन का भी अध्ययन िकया गया है| ूाप्त िकये गए मापों एवं रेःपोंस 
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मिैशक्स में मौजदू ऽुिटयों के कारण अनफोल्डेड ःपेक्शम में अनसटेर्िनटी के ूचार का भी 
अध्ययन िकया गया है| उपरोक्त GA आधािरत िविध पूणर्त्या िडटरिमडं ूॉब्लम एवं अडंर- 
िडटरिमडं ूॉब्लम को अनफोल्ड करने के िलए बहुत ही आशाजनक है| इस अन्फोिल्डंग 
अल्गोिरथम में अनसटेर्िनटी िवशलेषण के िलए भी ूावधान है|     

मखु्य शब्द: न्यूशॉन ःपेक्शम अन्फोिल्डंग, जेनेिटक अल्गोिरथम, फेरडोर   
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A Genetic Algorithm based Method for Neutron Spectrum Unfolding 

Vitisha Suman and P. K. Sarkar 

Health Physics Division 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai – 400085, India 

 

Abstract 

An approach to neutron spectrum unfolding based on a stochastic evolutionary search 

mechanism - Genetic Algorithm (GA) is presented. It is tested to unfold a set of simulated 

spectra, the unfolded spectra is compared to the output of a standard code FERDOR. The method 

was then applied to a set of measured pulse height spectrum of neutrons from the AmBe source 

as well as of emitted neutrons from Li(p,n) and Ag(C,n) nuclear reactions carried out in the 

accelerator environment. The unfolded spectra compared to the output of FERDOR show good 

agreement in the case of AmBe spectra and Li(p,n) spectra. In the case of Ag(C,n) spectra GA 

method results in some fluctuations. Necessity of carrying out smoothening of the obtained 

solution is also studied, which leads to approximation of the solution yielding an appropriate 

solution finally. Few smoothing techniques like second difference smoothing, Monte Carlo 

averaging, combination of both and gaussian based smoothing methods are also studied. 

Unfolded results obtained after inclusion of the smoothening criteria are in close agreement with 

the output obtained from the FERDOR code. 

The present method is also tested on a set of under-determined problems, the outputs of which is 

compared to the unfolded spectra obtained from the FERDOR applied to a completely 

determined problem, shows a good match. The distribution of the unfolded spectra is also 

studied. Uncertainty propagation in the unfolded spectra due to the errors present in the 

measurement as well as the response function is also carried out.  The method appears to be 

promising for unfolding the completely determined as well as under-determined problems. It also 

has provisions to carry out the uncertainty analysis. 

 

Keywords:  Neutron Spectrum Unfolding, Genetic Algorithm, FERDOR.  
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1 Introduction 

Determining the energy distribution (spectrum) of radiation is difficult as ideal detection systems 

do not practically exist. It is a complex task to obtain the actual continuous spectrum from the 

discritized observed experimental data. The actual spectra when measured with a detector 

system, the data obtained contains the inherent distortions due to the limitations of the detection 

system. The distortions are most likely due to the limited resolving capacity of the system, 

multiple and complex interaction modes, non-linear detection efficiency, non-linearity in the 

light output and many more causes.   

In the absence of any simplified direct neutron spectrometry devices unlike we have for gamma 

spectrometry, an alternate method becomes very important. This alternative method, to get an 

actual neutron distribution from some detector measurement has been worked by many scientists 

for nearly over five decades and still is being worked upon to have improved techniques. The 

measurements from neutron detection systems what we have today, do not directly present the 

neutron energy spectrum, but these obtained quantities need to be further processed to get the 

insight of the true flux distribution. The process of extracting the flux distribution information 

from the physically measured quantities through detectors is commonly termed as ‘spectrum 

unfolding’ and cannot be done away as it forms the integral part for obtaining the neutron flux 

distributions. There is a need for a detector which can be directly used to measure the neutron 

energy distribution; few of the present detectors which do directly present the measured neutron 

distribution also uses some kind of unfolding method in the detector settings. Therefore one 

usually depends on neutron measurements using either the active or passive detector 

arrangements and then with a suitable method try to extract the actual convoluted information. 

Although with the advances in time of flight (TOF) technology, which provides an alternate way 



for the direct neutron spectrum measurements, it has got some limitations and electronic 

sophistications involved, for which people prefer unfolding methods for their simplicity and 

ease. Moreover TOF measurements have limitation over online measurements. But the unfolding 

methods also have their share of shortcomings. The calculated spectra from the observed 

experimental data are actually the deformed accounts of the actual spectrum. The unfolding has 

the inherent limitation as told above.  Many unfolding methods have been developed [1-11] and are 

being used but there is a need for a more generalized method for unfolding that works 

satisfactorily in a wide range of measurements. The available methods have been mainly 

categorized into iterative[1], least squares [2,3], montecarlo[4,5] and few recently developed 

methods like entropy measurements[6,7] , evolutionary process based genetic algorithm[9-11]. A 

block diagram shown in Fig. 1 is classifies different unfolding codes and their methods. Few of 

these methods will be discussed in the later sections.    
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Fig. 1 Classification of some of the available unfolding codes 
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The neutron measurements over the years have become very important with the widespread 

presence of neutron sources in the form of research reactors, power reactors, accelerators, 

laboratory isotopic sources and medical therapy sources; here the knowledge of neutron dose 

becomes indispensable. For adherence to the dose limits assigned by the ICRP committee for 

avoiding any undesired exposure, the determination of the actual neutron dose from a neutron 

source; the knowledge of neutron spectrum i.e. the information on distribution of flux with 

energy is of utmost importance and cannot be negotiated. The neutron measurement techniques 

have been developed over the past so many years. The frequently used techniques for measuring 

neutrons are categorized as active and passive techniques as said above. Under active techniques 

come measurements using scintillation detectors [12], proportional counters and bonner spheres [13] 

to name a few. Activation foil measurements, which have also been widely used, fall under 

Passive techniques. The proton recoil measurements in scintillation counters and the activity 

measurements in the activation foils are converted to the actual neutron energy differential 

fluence using their respective response functions through an unfolding procedure. 

2 Physics behind unfolding 

For obtaining actual neutron energy distribution one requires a suitable detection system, i.e. a 

detector setup that fits well into the measurement range, in addition one should have the 

knowledge of energy dependent response function of the detection system being used. Then, 

using a suitable unfolding method the neutron spectrum can be unfolded to an extent to the actual 

flux distribution. The qualitative relation between the physical measurements and the actual 

quantity is well known and is widely used [3]. With NE213 or equivalent detector systems we get 

proton recoil scintillation pulse height distribution or in case of activation foil measurements we 

get saturation activity distribution for different neutron induced reactions, with each reaction 
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⁄

of activation foils, and the neutron spectrum,   to be unfolded from the measured detector 

response are related through the detector response matrix ′, .  Response matrix represents 

′ ∆ ′  in the detector. All the three quantities are related through the Fredholm integral 

equation of first kind as given below 

                                                    ′,                              (1) 

Since the above equation describes a physical process and as  is determined from experimental 

e inherent measurement unce  the integra

equation (1) is modified to include this uncertainty, as shown below  

                                                   ε  ,  (2) 

where,  is the experimental measurement and ε is the inherent error in the measurement. The 

solution to the above equation is observed to be non-unique. Another difficulty in the unfolding 

 contain severe oscillations. These 

the particular method, the solution of Fredholm equation is obtained, but it is inherent in the 

obtained by descritizing it to a matrix form as given below 

having different threshold energy. The detector’s count rate  , or the activity in case 

the probability that a neutron of energy  deposits energy between the energy range ′ and 

measurements it will have som rtainty. Therefore l in 

process is that the solutions may oscillations do not depend on, 

numerical solution to the Fredholm equation. The numerical solution to this integral equation is 

                                                                      ε    (3) 

where, , ε and  are column vectors and  is a matrix.  

The unfolding problem as a consequence is now reduced to system of simultaneous linear 

equations. The above matrix form can be rewritten as  
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   (4) 

where, R is the response matrix of the detection system, C is the physical measurement from the 

detection system.  is not accurately defined as it contains the inherent uncertainty in 

tion. Obtaining an exact solution 

to this problem is very trivial but the flux values obtained mostly has no physical interpretation 

as in most situations it may have some unexplained oscillations or negative values. 

solution is any solution which satisfies the above equations within the error ε , and has to be 

accepted as a valid solution which also includes the exact solution. In addition to the above 

mathematical relation, also satisfies some subsidiary conditions imposed by physical implication 

of mathematical representation. The appropriate solutions contain vectors that satisfy the 

equation (2) but also satisfy all relevant physical requirements. The additional conditions to be 

Condition (i) follows from the fact that input vector is an intensity distribution of a physical 

from the fact that the measurements also represent some intensity distribution but in convoluted 

 the fact that interaction between observable and the 

                                                                       

measurement. Physical interpretation of above equation is that to every measurement vector 

there exists a physical vector that satisfies this mathematical rela

In the unfolding problem, instead of an exact solution we are interested in the appropriate 

solution that represents a physically meaningful solution. As per definition the appropriate 

satisfied are not arbitrarily introduced but follow naturally from the detection systems [1]. These 

conditions can be put as  

(i) the input vector contains always non-negative or at most vanishing components  

(ii) the output vector C can either be vanishing or nonnegative  

(iii) the response matrix has non-negative entries and it should be non singular. 

quantity. The condition (ii) implies that the measurements cannot be negative, follows logically 

form. The last condition follows from
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. It also 

s-sections. With the above 

hich will have 

ined when  . 

mation e

mes in th

detector system will always yield either a vanishing quantity or a non-negative value

comes from the non-negative nature of the interaction cros

requirements imposed on the feasible solutions we look for appropriate solution w

the highest resemblance to the actual distribution which is of our interest.  

The available neutron measurement systems in addition to their mode of operation can further be 

divided into Multi-channel measurements or the Few-channel measurement systems. The multi-

channel measurements form the basis for over-determined unfolding problems and the few-

channel measurements forms the ground for under-determined problems. The unfolding problem 

in hand when put into mathematical form like equation (4), we get  a column vector with 

dimension, say, 1  and the response matrix  with dimension , and φ what we are 

looking for, with dimension 1 , the problem here is called over-determ

In over-determined problems we have number of measurements more than the number of energy 

bin information required. If the condition in above discussion is reversed i.e.  , then the 

set is called under-determined problem set. The problems we normally come across are either 

over-determined problems or the under-determined problems we very seldom come across a 

completely determined problem where the number of measurements is equal to the number of 

energy bin infor required. The different m thods available try to solve these problems 

using different approaches.  

In equation (3) the ε  term represents the overall uncertainty in the system; the propagation of the 

uncertainty to the final solution is also of interest. The source of uncertainty co e form of 

experimental measurements and the uncertainty in the response matrix. We intend to develop a 

general purpose unfolding technique based on genetic algorithm and Monte Carlo technique for 

both determined and under-determined problems considering the uncertainties in the 
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ctions. 

meaningful solution using some prior knowledge 

about the spectra. The prior knowledge not necessarily is in the form of range or value of flux, 

but it is generally related to the smoothness, non-negativity of the flux values at all the points or 

[1, 14, 15]

                                                    (6) 

 can not be identified with  from the equation (4) unless  itself is a diagonal matrix. To 

   . 

                                                                    1,2, … ,  (7) 

and                                                                   (8) 

measurement as well as in the construction of the response matrix. All these issues will be 

discussed in the following se

3 Review of some available Spectrum Unfolding Techniques 

There are many methods available for the deconvolution or unfolding of the neutron spectrum 

from experimentally obtained few channel measurements or the multi channel measurements. All 

seek to solve the equation (2) and to find out an acceptable solution which can be traced back to 

the measurements. All these techniques mentioned below and many other available for unfolding 

the neutron spectrum aim to obtain a physically 

may be the shape of the solution. Few of the methods are explained here briefly. 

3.1  Iterative technique 

Among the few oldest developed methods is the iterative method . This is a rather simple 

method and is based on iteratively improving the solutions. In this method a real diagonal matrix 

D is, defined as 

                                                                      1,2, … ,  (5) 

Therefore we have another matrix equation in addition to equation (4) 

start with iteration one chooses  the zero-order approximation of
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easurement vector  , as 

Using this result one can define the first order approximation of   as  

                                                              1,2, … ,  (9) 

Again we can calcu

                                                                    (10) 

er rder approximations. In 

general the 1  order approximation of  is obtained using following formulations 

                                                                     (11)         

               1,2, … ,  (12) 

ite t by the u een  and    

is achieved. To obtain an appropriate solution for the equation (4), the method is limited by its 

d d is ill-conditioned the 

convergence will be very low to afford an appropriate solution.  

3.2 Least Square Method    

 channels or the 

few channel measurements is the same as the number of neuron energy groups and the response 

matrix is non-singular, the neutron spectrum can be obtained by simply solving the linear system, 

                                                                      (13) 

But in general in most of the cases the number of light output channels is larger than the number 

 linear system b rdetermined system, which is so

Using this we can calculate the m             

late  the first order approximation of . Thus we calculate 

Having determined  the process is repeated to obtain the high  o

                                          ∑   

The iteration is terminated when the convergence cr ria se ser betw

convergence rate. In the cases where the response matrix efine

 If we have completely known system to unfold i.e. if the number of light output

if the experimental errors are neglected, 

of neutron energy groups, i.e. the ecomes ove lved 
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ethod [2,3]. 

                                                                    (14) 

where,    is the solution at the jth energy point, m is the number of measurements, n is the 

   (16) 

dely used to obtain an appropriate unfolded solution but 

e determined solution in this method requires a huge 

computational effort which is not suitable for routine use. 

3.3 Monte Carlo Method 

ied for unfolding the multi-sphere spectrometer i.e. Bonner 

erates a neutron spectrum over a range, folds it back 

with the response matrix to determine the detector counts for the generated spectrum. The 

pared against the measured distribution. If the agreem

prospective solution. This process is repeated for large number of times (106 generally chosen). 

by the least mean square m

                                                       ∑                              1 …           (15) 

number of energy points and    is the error in the measurement. This method obtains the 

solution by minimizing the square of the error in the folded back guessed spectra (with response 

matrix) and the actual measurements as given below, 

                                      

where,  is the approximated solution for unfolded neutron flux and  is the covariance matrix 

with elements , . The solution is given in the form of 

                                            (17) 

The least square based method is been wi

the approach for obtaining uncertainty in th

Monte Carlo method is generally appl

sphere data. This technique randomly gen

calculated detector counts are then com ent 

is good enough then that spectrum is said to satisfy the Fredholm equation and is saved as 

Four of the best spectra generated this way, which give the best agreement with the measured 
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eutron spectrum unfolding.  

py Method 

The uncertainty present in the system is taken into account and the probability distribution of the 

possible flux components is determined. In the set of admissible spectra is defined taking care of 

the two wn by the equation (4) w  says that the appropriate spectra 

when folded back with the response matrix taking care of the errors involved, should match with 

the experimentally measured counts. The second constraint is for handling the  , and assumes 

that the chi-square statistic of the solution is equal to a value determined ‘a priori’ by the user. 

                                                                    ∑

counts are saved as the best solutions, their average is taken as the final solution. SWIFT [4, 5] is a 

computer code based on the Monte Carlo method for n

3.4 Maximum Entro

Many researchers have used Maximum entropy Method [17, 18] for neutron spectrum unfolding. 

 restrictions, one laid do hich

 Ω  (18)                         

where    is the estimated standard uncertainty, and  Ω  is a parameter set by the user.        

Equation (4) is an integral equation that relates the measurement to the detector's response 

function and the neutron spectrum, allowing for a measurement error and equation (18) is a 

constraint. From this one gets a set of admissible spectra, the selected spectra is the one that 

maximizes the entropy  of the distribution 

                                         ∑ ln                                (19) 

where,  is the  component of the guessed spectra and is the corresponding flux 

[18]value for the default or the a priori flux distribution. MAXED  is the computer code based on 

maximum entropy method for neutron spectrum unfolding. 
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3.5 Bayesian Method 

Bayesian method has also been explored for solving the spectrum unfolding problem [19, 20]. In 

Bayesian approach the fluence distribution is estimated from the existing data modeled in terms 

of the probability distributions and predictive probability distributions of the physical quantities 

of interest are sought using the probability rules of Baye’s formula given as 

                                                   | , | ,  |  (20) 

Where | ,  is called the posterior probability that is the hypothesis we are making for the 

unknown spectra with the available measured data,  and any other additional information, . 

The posterior probability is obtained using the Baye’s relation mentioned above, which implies 

|

distribution | ,  which symbolizes the probability that data  would have been measured 

bability distribution is assumed to be normal. The 

factor in the denominator  is the normalization factor.   

 

[21] and natu

Darwinian theory of Survival of the fittest. The basic principle of Genetic Algorithm deals with 

etic algorithm is a stochastic process 

nd suitable for searching a single optimized solution – global optima or minima in a complex 

nd multidimensional search space. The genetic algorithm search mechanism is probabilistic and 

that posterior probability is proportional to the prior  and the likelihood probability 

given the assumed hypothesis  is true in addition to the information  .  In absence of any 

knowledge about the probability distribution of prior, uniform distribution is assumed. The 

likelihood probability distribution is prepared based on the distribution of the data, if the 

measured counts are large enough the pro

3.6 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm  is inspired from the natural selection ral genetics; it mimics the 

improving the result over a certain closed loop operations by successively incorporating the 

transitional results aiming to achieve a better solution. Gen

a

a
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on of a large number of prospective solutions. The potential 

ation is numerically 

eferred to as ‘fitness’.  

To start with, a large but fixed size of population is generated randomly. The fitness of each 

fitness values stand the chance to be selected more than once therefore chances of duplicacy is 

selected gene location to produce two offspring i.e. two new solutions. Individuals with higher 

fitness values are preferentially selected to mate so as to pass on the strong genetic material 

information between two good solutions in hope to produce a pair of superior solutions. The 

solutions with lower fitness values also mate but they do so with a low frequency and with the 

passing generations due to evolutionary weightage they are not able to survive and are in the 

process killed off. In the meanwhile the solutions with better solutions and the information 

carried by them is carried forward to prospective generation to result in a solution with the best 

h w The flowchart for genetic algorithm process is shown in Fig. 2 

Genetic algorithm imics the process of genetic mutation by randomly changing the 

solution structure. Randomly a solution is selected from the population and a randomly selected 

gene is modified, introducing a new gene material into the population. The mutation helps the 

is initiated through the creati

solutions are referred to as individuals and when encoded in binary strings or real values are 

called ‘chromosomes’. All genetic algorithms contain four basic operations: initial population 

generation (reproduction), selection, crossover (mating) and mutation, where all are analogous to 

their namesakes in genetics. The worth of each individual within a popul

calculated and the parameter is r

of the prospective solution is calculated which is represented by the parameter fitness. Under 

selection parent solutions with good fitness values are randomly selected, the parent with better 

there, the solutions with low fitness values are removed from the new population. For crossover 

pairs of the fittest parents are selected randomly and are crossed over (mated) at a randomly 

compared to rest in the population. The crossover results in exchange of high performing genetic 

matc ith the requirement. 

 also m
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Initialize Population ( ); 

Evaluate Population ( ); 

While termination criteria is not reached 

of these problems.  

solution to reach the global minima and not to get stuck in any local minima. All the steps can be 

compiled in an algorithm 

Simple Genetic Algorithm ( ) 

{ 

 { 

 Select solution for next population; 

 Perform crossover ( ); 

 Perform mutation ( ); 

 Evaluate population ( ); 

 } 

} 

All the processes through successive generations collectively lead to solution evaluation. As 

solution evolves better and better solutions with improved fitness values are produced. Genetic 

algorithm very efficiently and effectively explores through very large search spaces with very 

good timing.  

The neutron spectrum unfolding has received its share of attention and many approaches have 

been developed for obtaining a meaningful physically acceptable solution. The difficulties and 

need for developing so many different approaches is the range of spectra obtained and limitation 

of any single method to work properly on the entire range. Although most of the developed 

approaches are promising but still in few cases, their solution to the same problem are sometimes 

quite different.  With the present technique based on genetic algorithm we try to overcome few 
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Fig. 2    Flowchart depicting steps involved to carry out search through GA 

Generate Population of initial solution spectra

Calculate Fitness function for each spectrum  

 

 

 

(F1),(F2),(F3)….(FN) 

 

 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes Is the termination  
criteria satisfied?

Select a pair of solutions for crossover 

With the cross-over probability Pc exchange the parts of the two 
 solutions to generate two new solutions  selected

With the mutation probability Pm randomly change the value in 
randomly selected solutions 

Place the generated solutions into the Population 

Is the size of the 
new population 

equal to N?

Evaluate the fitness and place the good solutions in 
the population maintaining the population size

Stop
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 discussed. Genetic algorithm method has been seen to solve set of linear 

c algorithm to problem of spectrum unfolding we 

tra to check its efficacy and was then applied to 

e actual measurements; one of them measured in laboratory and others measured in 

he accelerator environment. To start with we will discuss here how the initial solution spectrum 

s obtained and the different steps involved in getting the final unfolded spectra. Then we discuss 

wed by the results and discussion.    

Preparation of solution set 

The Fredholm equation (1) is discritised using the quadrature approximation 

                                                                ∑ ,         1,2, … .                         (21) 

here,  is the recorded counts in the jth channel, ,  is the response matrix element, coupling 

e jth pulse height interval with the gth energy interval, and   is the total neutron fluence in the 

th energy interval. The group of equations resulted from above equation generally may not have 

 unique solution, even if the experimental errors  are neglected. Physically this is caused by 

e fact that part of the information contained in the response function is lost due the finite 

resolution of the measuring devices. To obtain a physically meaningful solution some kind of 

priori knowledge must be used.  

In our case the individuals are the guess neutron spectra’s and their goodness is judged how 

n match with the detector measurements. We start with a uniformly distributed initial 

4 Methodology for unfolding – Present technique 

In this section, the methodology for spectrum unfolding using the present technique based on 

genetic algorithm is explained. Once the unfolding problem is written in the form of equation (4) 

i.e., matrix notation; the problem becomes similar to solving a set of simultaneous linear 

equations as already

equations very satisfactorily. To apply geneti

first tested it on a set of prototype simulated spec

unfold som

t

i

the different studies carried out follo

4.1 

  

w

th

g

a

th

well they ca
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spectrum   1,2 …  and generate ' ' prospective solutions to select the appropriate one. 

The prospective solutions were randomly generated between some lower value  and some 

higher value  and these constitute the population. 

                                         1,2 …    1,2. .   (22) 

ly generated set of 

e solutions are checked 

or goodness parameter is what judges how good the solution 

is in terms of reproducing back the detector measurements. For selection there are many 

techniques available in literature  we have tried here the roulette wheel selection and the 

tournament selection method. 

 

each solution a probability is assigned based on its fraction of fitness to the population fitness. 

 its assigned probability. The wheel

where,   is a uniformly distributed random number. This provides uniform

solutions to start with. Here ‘n’ represents the number of discrete points in the spectrum and ‘m’ 

represents the number of initial spectra to start with. The generation of solution can be varied, 

depending on the requirement. The present technique gets rid of the necessary condition of 

supplying a guess spectrum to begin with, but it has the option to accommodate any guess 

spectrum if available although then the search becomes biased by the ‘a priori’ information and it 

speeds up the search. Thus the set of initial spectra are points in a n-dimensional space contained 

within an ellipsoid of revolution, the length of the axes of the ellipsoid is given by . 

Once the solution sets are thus generated we try improving these solutions. The subsequent steps 

involved in genetic algorithm as discussed below explain how this improvement is achieved. 

4.2 Selection: Once the initial population set is ready the prospectiv

for their fitness or goodness. Fitness 

[22, 23]

 (i) Roulette wheel selection: This is one of the frequently used selection technique. To 

Each solution is assigned a slice of the wheel proportional to  

is spun N times, where N is the population size i.e. number of solutions in the population. On 



each spin, the individual under the wheel’s marker is selected to be in the next population for the 

next generation. The principle of roulette selection is a linear search through a roulette wheel 

with the slots in the wheel weighted in proportion to the solution’s fitness value, as shown in   

Fig. 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3   Scheme for roulette wheel selection.   

be selected, but however have a greater chance for selection. 

r repetitiv

solution sets due to the selection based on the fitness parameter which biases the selection 

towards the superior solutions.   

 

This is a moderately strong selection method, since the fittest individuals are not guaranteed to 

 (ii) Tournament selection: Unlike the Roulette method this selection strategy provides 

selective pressure by holding a tournament competition among the randomly picked solutions. 

The better solution among the picked pair in the tournament is the one with the higher fitness. 

The winning lot is inserted in the next population; the tournament competition is repeated till the 

population for generating new solutions is filled. The new population now comprises of the 

solutions having higher average fitness; this drives GA to improve the fitness of the solutions 

over the succeeding generations.  The population after selection has the chances fo e 

17 
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′ ′ ′      and    ′ ′ ′  

In our method we have tried customary single point crossover, where the matter is exchanged 

around a single point. The point crossover results in two newer solution sets for every crossover 

carried out hence expanding the search space. The graphical representation of crossover is shown 

in Fig. 4; the curve in red and black are the initial solutions called old solution1 and old 

solution2, picked for cross-over. The picked up solutions are crossed over at index 4 marked in 

the figure. The new solution1 follows the old solution1 till the third index and then follows the 

old solution2. Similarly, the new solution2 follows the old solution2 till the third index and then 

follows the old solution1.  

The result of this operation is resulting in two new solutions quite different from the original 

ones thus expanding the search space. The number of crossovers to be carried out is defined by 

the number , which gives the probability for crossing-over, it is usually taken in                

between 0.5 - 0.9. The value assigned to the control parameter    is under debate as the optical 

control parameters critically depend on the objective function. Lower   value will result in slow 

convergence and very high value will result in frequent distortions in good solutions. 

4.4 Mutation: In the most general way of carrying out mutation a spectrum is selected 

randomly from the solution set and a location in the individual is picked randomly to be modified 

4.3 Crossover: The solution evolution through successive iterations, in GA terminology 

called generations is carried through process of mating or crossover. Two solutions from the 

population set are picked randomly and randomly a point for crossing over is selected. The 

process of crossover as carried out is shown below through a representation. Choosing two 

spectra randomly from the solution set, say    and  ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′    and choosing a 

point randomly for crossover, say, 3rd position; then the two new solutions so generated will be 

                                                 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Graphical representation of crossover 

by some value δ , say, we pick one of the above generated spectrum  (only a 

representation) and choose the 5th value for modification,       ; after mutation the 

modified spectrum will be   . The graphical representation of mutation process 

is shown in Fig. 5. The black curve is the solution before performing mutation operation and the 

red curve is the solution after performing simple mutation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 Graphical representation of simple mutation 
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d this mutati ss and introd ced a method of iterative 

mutation and have carried out multiple point mutations instead of a single point mutation as 

                            

In our work we have modifie on proce u

described above. In the present method a few spectra from the solution set are picked up 

randomly and are improved by the iteration method as described below 

∑
∑

∑                                   (23) 

                                 ·                                                          (24) 

n [24]   is obtained from the iterative solution of   ,  is the 

4.5 Passing Population to next Generation 

ethod the 

The unfit spectra are removed from the solution set to keep the population size constant. The 

solution set is then checked for the stopping criterion, if the stopping criterion is achieved the run 

is stopped if not the solution set is passed on to the next generation and this is repeated till either 

the stopping criteria is satisfied or end of number of generations is encountered. The stopping 

criteria can be set in number of ways, we have set an condition that is when the fitness parameter 

where,  the iterative solutio

standard deviation associated with the measurement   . The number of spectra picked up is 

decided by the mutation probability given by number . This solution is then placed back with 

the other prospective solutions. The mutation by iterative method highly speeds up the whole 

search of better solutions, and hence hugely reduces the total run time.  

After carrying out crossover and mutation the obtained solutions are checked for their fitness and 

are ranked accordingly. There are number of approaches to set a fitness factor. In our m

fitness of the prospective spectra is calculated as the root mean square error of the spectra. 

Higher this error value lower is the fitness of the spectra and farther it is from the actual solution. 
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 less than a predefined value then stop or if the end of generations (or the run) are encountered, 

hichever first. Over the generations the solution evolves, and better solutions with higher 

tness values are produced. In our case genetic algorithm searches for better fitness individuals 

e. solutions that give good agreement with the detector measurements.  

.6 Smoothing 

s discussed earlier the fluctuation in the solution of Fredholm equation is inherent and is 

dependent of the approach for solving it. While solving smaller sets of measurements (smaller 

), we did not face any unwanted fluctuations in the solutions obtained. But as the number of 

measurements becomes ows, the solution starts 

very good match with the measurements, these fluctuations give a false impression of very good 

here is no phys

need to introduce some smoothness to the obtained solution. We have studied different 

f moothing and the details are presented in the results. We have

d difference smoothing 

d difference smoothing and Monte Carlo smoothing taken tog

n smoothing 

uare sum of the second differences, minimization of which introduces the smoothing 

condition[3]. By minimizing,  

                                              ∑   2                                                (25) 

is

w

fi

i.

4

A

in

n

large and the size of response matrix also gr

suffering from these undesired fluctuations. Although the solutions when folded back gave a 

resolution of the detector when it is not the case. Since t ical reason for these 

fluctuations and since we are looking for an appropriate solution rather than an exact one, we 

approaches or s  studied  

(i) Secon

(ii) Monte Carlo (MC) based smoothing 

(iii) Secon ether 

(iv) Gaussia

We have carried out the second smoothing by using a smoothing function expressed by the 

sq
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here, ‘ ’ is the square sum of the second difference, ‘ϕ’ represents the prospective spectra, ‘n’ 

is the number of energy bins of interest, we g t an approximated spectra. In addition to the 

square sum second difference term we also introduced an entropy term to see its effect on 

smoothing, the two parameters were checked in different weightage combinations. Also first 

difference minimization was checked for s

 We have also adopted another technique based on Monte Carlo, where 5000 runs were 

considered and the averaging introduces the smoothing effect. Here the code was run to get the 

unfolded spectra, after each complete run the output set was stored as one solution set and this 

was repeated for required number of runs.  A huge effort was made to minimize the run time for 

larger history sizes; the code was modified to reduce as much possible the unwanted steps in 

minutes. Using the MC based study we also calculated the variance in the obtained solution. A 

third study for smoothing was done where both the second difference smoothing and the Monte 

 In all the three approaches studied above although the unfolded spectrum very closely 

matched with the FERDOR code output, it still had some oscillations and deviations. Therefore 

gaussian smoothing was carried out on the averaged output from the MC run. The deviations and 

the oscillations were highly reduced after the gaussian smoothing where a weightage factor was 

attached to each bin value. The obtained spectra when folded back if looked carefully although 

w

e

moothing. It was observed that the first difference and 

entropy terms did not contribute much to smoothing. The second difference term did result in 

smoothing and the unfolded spectra closely matched the standard output but still there was small 

unwanted oscillations and deviations compared to the unfolded spectrum from the standard 

FERDOR [25] code.  

various calculations. As a result the run time was hugely reduced from several hours to few 

Carlo smoothing was carried out.  
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ess values for each calculated measurement. 

 one 

tended maximum number of generations. 

the difference seems to be very small but the one from reported method shows a better match 

with the measurements compared to the folded spectra from the FERDOR output.  

The entire unfolding algorithm developed in the present work is summarized in the following 

steps: 

1. Start Monte Carlo histories (NH = 1,..NHMAX) 

2. Perturb the response matrix randomly (R = RP) 

3. Perturb the measured data randomly (Y = YP) 

4. Generate specified number of initial spectra randomly from a given distribution or from 

 an uniform distribution (default) 

5. Convolute the spectra with the perturbed response matrix to obtain the calculated 

 measured data. 

6. Calculate the fitn

7. Generate new solutions by selecting spectra randomly using the fitness function  

8. Assign generation number ng =1 

9. Perform crossover in the selected spectra with a pre-assigned probability (pc), this will 

 generate two new spectra 

10. Calculate the fit value of each spectrum in each population size 

11. Maintain the population size constant by discarding low fit spectra 

12. Carry out mutation on the set of the spectra with probability pm this will result in a new 

 spectra 

13. Calculate the fitness values of each spectra and select spectrum with higher fitness value 

 to maintain the initial population size 

14. Increase generation number by

15. Go to step 9 if the ng is less than the in
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 one 

less than NHMAX 

ulated data 

 

ployed to unfold a set of simulated data using hypothetical spectra 

for parametric studies and was then applied to some experimentally measured data in accelerator 

tion the under-determined problems are those where the number of 

easur

determined problems is that we have solutions for comparison. The under-determined systems so 

16. Store the spectra with the highest fitness value with index k, increase k by

17. Go to step 1 if NH is 

18. Calculate average spectrum, variance and standard deviation using results from NHMAX 

 Monte Carlo histories.     

5 Case Studies using sim

5.1 Spectrum Unfolding

The present technique was em

facilities.  

5.2 Error Propagation in Unfolded Spectra 

The method to be discussed in details in the following sections was also applied to study the 

error propagation from the measurement and the error present in the response matrix to the 

unfolded spectrum.  

5.3 Under-determined Problem 

The method studied was also applied to solve the simulated under-determined problems. As 

defined in introduc

m ements is less than the number of energy bin information required. Under-determined 

problems are the ones which are to be handled most frequently, due to the limitation on number 

of detectors to be used. The under-determined problems were artificially prepared and were 

made to look similar to what an actual under-determined problem will look like. We at first 

explored completely determined problems, which were then reduced to sets of under-determined 

problems with removal of few of the measurements and appropriate reduction in the response 

matrix. An advantage of preparing the under-determined problem from the completely 
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mined problem as FERDOR cannot handle under-determined 

 look like an 

e 37×37 response matrix of standard NE 213 scintillation detector to obtain the proton 

e simulated data and the 

 and to get back the simulated spectra. 

. The effects due to absence of smoothing 

rese

OR code we had to make slight modifications in 

calculations translates it to the proton recoil numbers and then 

 so that it now accepts the 

nfolding 

cula a care was taken, such that when folded back the curve 

ectra were compared with the 

a there are two merging 

prepared were unfolded and the unfolded spectra were compared with the FERDOR results 

which are for the completely deter

problems. 

6 Results and Discussion 

6.1 Unfolding a simulated spectrum 

A set of numerical spectra were simulated to study the efficacy of the discussed unfolding 

method. The simulated spectrum along with a known response matrix was used to see how the 

unfolding compares to that from the standard code FERDOR and the actual spectra.  A spectrum 

with thirty seven energy bins (1 MeV - 37 MeV) was simulated to approximately

actual neutron spectra. This we will call the simulated spectrum, which was then folded back 

with th

recoil measurements called here simulated measurement data. Thes

response matrix were now used to unfold the spectra

While unfolding with GA the smoothing is considered

is p nted later while unfolding the actual experimental measurements.  

To obtain the unfolded spectra from the FERD

the source code. Since the FERDOR code takes the MCA output in 1024 channel form as the 

input and then with internal 

carries out the further unfolding calculations. We modified the code

proton recoil data that we obtained after folding back the actual spectra and use further u

cal tions. While simulating the spectr

should be continuously decreasing and no unphysical humps or peaks appear. 

We present here three such simulated spectra and the unfolded sp

actual spectra and the FERDOR results. In the first simulated spectr



gaussian peaks of different amplitudes as shown in Fig. 6. The actual s
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imulated spectrum is 

DOR is shown in the blue triangles. As can be seen although the GA does 

gh it also reproduces the shape of the spectra. It 

as incorporated in the method applied to unfold and 

d in the 

Fig. 6. The simulated spectra unfolded with Genetic Algorithm based 

 
 has a limitation that it sometimes generates negative flux values as a 

e. Non-negative flux values are one of the additional 

shown with black boxes, the GA unfolded output is shown in red circles and the unfolded 

spectrum from the FER

not exactly reproduces the spectra, but has a very close match. Whereas in case of FERDOR 

there are some very clear differences althou

should be noted that gaussian smoothing w

the effect of absence and application of different smoothing techniques is discusse

experimental measurements unfolding, in the section 5.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

method compared with FERDOR output and actual spectra 

The code FERDOR

solution, which is physically unacceptabl

constraints to be satisfied along with the equation 4, as discussed earlier. In the FERDOR output 

the few energy bin flux values were negative which were replaced with zeros. Our proposed GA 

based algorithm takes care of this additional constraint automatically as the prospective solutions 



which are generated are prepared over a positive range between some lower and a higher 

number. The unfolded spectra obtained are folded back and are compared with the actual 

measurements as shown in Fig. 7. A close match between the actual measurement and the GA 

folded back can be seen, FERDOR has some small variations resulting in the difference which 

appears between the unfolded spectra and the actual spectra.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. The folded back spectra obtained with Genetic Algorithm based  

In the second simulated set the unfolded spectra from GA and the FERDOR code, are compared 

to the actual spectra and shown in Fig. 8.  The actual spectrum has a peak with a shoulder on the 

higher energy side. The GA unfolded output has a very close resemblance except the difference 

in peak amplitude and the slightly suppressed shoulder. Whereas in case of FERDOR output the 

shoulder is correctly reproduced but the whole spectra seems to have shifted by one energy bin 

on the higher energy side. Here also FERDOR output had few negative fl

method compared with folded back FERDOR output and actual measurements 

ux values which were 

replaced by zero. The folded spectrum is shown in Fig. 9, the folded back GA agrees with the 

actual measurement very closely but the FERDOR output shows some differences.  
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based method compared with FERDOR output and actual spectra 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 8. The second simulated spectra unfolded with Genetic Algorithm 

Fig. 9. The second simulated spectra folded back spectra obtained with Genetic Algorithm 
based method compared with folded back FERDOR output and actual measurements 

he third set of simulated spectrum closely represents the type of neutron spectrum one usually 

ets in the accelerator environment.  The spectrum has a high rise at the lower energy side and a 

continuous falling trend. This was folded back to obtain the measurement data, which was then 
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sed as input along with the response matrix for unfolding. The unfolded spectra from GA and 

FERDOR are shown in Fig. 10. Except the first point the GA almost overlaps the actual 

measurement bu ERDOR result 

 
 

Fig. 10. The third simulated spectra unfolded with Genetic Algorithm 
based method compared with FERDOR output and actual spectra 

he folded back spectra from respective methods are presented in Fig. 11. The overlap of the GA 

lded and the simulated measurement data is evident.  

he difference in the folded spectra form FERDOR and the actual measurement provide the 

ason for the mismatch of the unfolded spectra from the FERDOR with the actual spectra. This 

ifference becomes clearer when the folded spectra are plotted on the log scale as shown in     

Fig. 12.  

t in case of FERDOR there is a significant mismatch. For the F

the peak is shifted and also the hump appearing at the higher energy side is misleading as to be 

an additional peak when actually it is not there. 
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 spectra obtained with Genetic Algorithm 

based method compared with folded back FERDOR output and actual measurements 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 12. Figure 11 plotted in log scale 

 

Fig. 11. The third simulated spectra folded back
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ith the observation that the present GA based unfolding method works efficiently on the 

mulated spectra, we will proceed to apply the GA based unfolding method on some real 

xperimental measurements. 

6.2   Unfolding Li(p,n)Be neutron spectra 

he GA based present unfolding method was tested to unfold the measured neutron spectra 

mitted from a reaction of protons of  5.6 MeV energy on a thick Li target at FOTIA, BARC 

umbai. The proton recoil data and the corresponding response matrix were used for unfolding. 

T  

kept to be 500. The unfolding was done using 

enetic algorithm based spectra unfolding method is shown in Fig.11 and is compared with the 

ectra unfolded using the FERDOR code, iterative method and the matrix inversion 

alculations. The spectrum unfolded using genetic algorithm shows a good match with the one 

nfolded using matrix inversion and iterative method and it resembles closely with the FERDOR 

nfolded spectra. In Fig. 13 except for the FERDOR output all other outputs from iterative 

ethod, the matrix inversion calculations and the genetic algorithm based method are 

overlapping and cannot be distinguished from each other. 

W

si

e

T

e

M

his was a completely determined problem i.e. we used a set of six measured data points and a

response matrix was constructed for six energy intervals (1 MeV- 6 MeV). For the GA based 

unfolding a population was constructed with 100 randomly generated spectra. The fitness value 

was evaluated for each spectrum and was sorted accordingly. The spectra were selected based on 

fitness maintaining the population size constant at 100, with a probability of a better solution to 

be selected more than once resulting in duplicacy. Crossover was carried out with a probability 

of 0.7 which was done randomly selecting two good solutions and randomly picking a position to 

interchange. Mutation was carried out randomly with a probability of 0.1, the goal was set as 1% 

and the maximum number of generations was 
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Fig. 13. Spectrum obtained by NE213 liquid scintillator unfolded with genetic algorithm, 

Inversion and Iterative method outputs almost overlap therefore difficult to differentiate. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 14.   Comparison between the folded back spectra in case of GA, 
matrix inversion, Iterative and FERDOR outputs. 

An im so calculated by various methods is folded back 
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matrix inversion method, Iterative method and FERDOR code. Simple-GA, Matrix 

 

 

 

 

portant observation was that when the flux 

o get back the measured data for each method, the genetic approach gives a very good match  
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ith the experimental measurements along with the inverse method and the iterative method, but 

 the case of FERDOR the folded spectra results in large differences between the folded values 

nd the measurements as shown in the Fig. 14. The data points on the right side of the folded 

ack spectra (higher than 3 in the x-axis) are plotted on log scale and are shown in the Fig. 15.  

he variation in the FERDOR output and the rest of the methods is clearly visible.  

 

 

 

 

 

e lower part of Fig. 14 on log scale. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison between th

The plot of the inverse of fitness against the number of generations shows the improvement of 

the generated solution with successive generations in Fig. 16 it can be seen that the population 

we start with is completely random with very high percentage error value of order 105 which 

very soon over the generations reduces to an error of nearly 1%. The run time for the code was of 

order few seconds which further reduces if population size is reduced but then the number of 

generations, to obtain the same result will increase. 



 

 

 

 

 

Genetic algorithm also removes the requirement for supply of some initial guess spectra, as 

it starts with a completely randomly generated solution 

 

Fig. 16.   Plot for fitness versus generations. 

set and at the end converging to the 

esired result. The method was tested on few more measurements as described below. 

  241Am/4Be (α, n) neutron energy spectra   

he neutron spectrum unfolding using the present Genetic Algorithm is also verified using an 

Am-Be neutron source. The 241Am/4Be(α, n) neutron source producing 105 (neutrons/sec) was 

placed at 1 m from the neutron scintillator detector EJ301 liquid scintillator, and 2 m above 

round level. The neutron probe consisted of a 51mm by 51mm scintillation detector optically 

connected to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled with a light guide. A multi channel analyzer 

CA) was connected to the neutron probe. Conventional pulse shape discrimination (PSD) 

used in the FERDOR code, the spectrum was unfolded using the present GA based technique to 

d

6.3

T

g

(M

technique was used to differentiate between gamma and neutron initiated pulses. The proton 

recoil data was estimated from the pulse height distribution and using same response matrix as 
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btain the neutron spectrum. The measured pulse height spectrum was also unfolded using 

ERDOR code. The unfolded spectrum of Am-Be spectrum using GA based method shows a 

ood match with the reported peak positions and with the output of FERDOR.   

he peaks as obtained and seen in Fig. 17 by the FERDOR code and the genetic algorithm based 

ethod matches well with that mentioned by Lorch et. al [26]. Due to the different energy bins the 

spectra obtained by Lorch et. al. is not plotted here but the peaks obtained by the two above 

mentioned methods match within error limits to the reported measurements.  

 
 
 
 
 

folded spectra of 241Am/Be using Genetic Algorithm and FE

( eutron energy spectra   

um obtained for the reaction Carbon ion of energy 144 MeV

rget, about zero degree with respect to the incident beam measured using 5'' × 5'' BC501A 

 FERDOR and the present GA based method. We 

used a set of thirty seven measurements and a response matrix was constructed for thirty seven 

energy intervals (3.5 MeV- 39.5 MeV) of 1 MeV bin size. A population was constructed with 
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Fig. 17. Un RDOR code 
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The neutron spectr  on thick Silver 
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detector; was unfolded using the standard code
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00 randomly generated individuals. The individuals were selected on the basis of their fitness 

values, maintaining the population size constant. Crossover was carried out with a probability of 

0.7 which was done randomly selecting two parents and randomly picking a position for 

xchanging the gene material. Iterative Mutation was carried out randomly with a probability of 

.3, and the maximum number of generations was kept to be 1000. The unfolded spectrum is 

shown in the Fig. 18 and is compared with output from the standard FERDOR code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 18.  Spectrum obtained by BC501A liquid scintillator unfolded with genetic 
algorithm and FERDOR code. GA method shows a similar pattern but 

has unwanted oscillations due to absence of any smoothing. 

he GA based method shows the oscillations when compared to the FERDOR output, this is 

because smoothing is not carried out in the GA based method unlike in the FERDOR code. The 

folded back spectra with response matrix however shows that the output from GA matches better 

with the measurements compared to FERDOR. However, this solution is unacceptable because 

of the presence of the undesired oscillations. Smoothing was not required in the unfolded results 

e
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of the two cases mentioned earlier as the numb of measurements and the size of the response 

matrix was small. With the increase in the number of measurements and the expanding size of 

the response matrix, the oscillations start appearing, making smoothing important. The effect of 

smo

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19.   Comparison between the folded back spectra in case of GA and FERDOR 

While when GA output is folded back it follows closely in most of the positions to the actual 

measurements except at the higher energy end. The effect of smoothing becomes more clearly 

seen in the higher measurement channel region of the above plotted folded back curve, as shown 

in Fig. 20. 

er 

othing is clearly visible, as the FERDOR output when is folded back, the obtained counts 

deviates from the actual measured counts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

outputs with the measured data on log scale. 



    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20.   Comparison between the measurement 15 and higher of figure 19 on log scale. 

fter incorporating the smoothness parameter using the second difference method in the GA 

based technique it can be seen that the oscillations are reduced and the GA output closely follows 

the FERDOR output except in one or two regions as shown in Fig. 21.  

 

 

 

Fig. 21.    Spectrum obtained by BC501A liquid scintillator unfolded with genetic                   
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algorithm (with smoothing) and FERDOR code. 
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The effect of the smoothing is like carrying out approximation in the solution, the final solution 

which we are interested in is the appropriate solution domain and not the exact solution. The flux 

so obtained through smoothing by GA method is folded back using the response m

39 
 

atrix and is 

plotted against the actual measurement and the FERDOR folded back data as shown in Fig. 22. 

Smoothing with the other methods discussed above will be discussed in next section and results 

ill be presented, in addition to solutions to under-determined problems. 

 

 

w

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 22.   Comparison between the folded back spectra in case of GA  
(with smoothing) and FERDOR outputs with the measured data. 

 

6.4.1 Solving a constructed Undetermined Problem 

The above problem was reduced to sets of under-determined problems where the numbers of 

measurements were less than the energy bin information of interest. The reduction was carried 

out with removal of few of the measured data of the fully determined set and reduction in the 



response matrix accordingly. Two such sets were prepared of sizes 24 and 16 measurement data 

and corresponding 24×37 and 16×37 respon
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se matrix respectively, and were unfolded.  

The spectrum unfolded for under-determined problem using genetic algorithm based method 

 plotted, in Fig. 23, in addition to the unfolded spectra of completely determined problem and 

ese are compared with the neutron spectrum unfolded using the FERDOR code for the 

ompletely determined problem (black circles) as FERDOR cannot handle the under-determined 

roblems.  

The GA based method reproduces the spectra even for a highly under-determined case, but 

ows oscillations for the same reason as explained above i.e. absence of any kind of smoothing.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 23. Spectrum obtained by BC501A liquid scintillator unfolded with genetic 
rithm for completely determined and undermined cases, black circles 

represent FERDOR unfolded spectra for completely determined case. 
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.4.2 Use of Smoothing techniques 

e have studied different smoothing methods as discussed in section 3.5. Here we present 

sults for the smoothing using second difference method, Monte Carlo averaging, combining 

oth the second difference method and the Monte Carlo averaging, and finally the Gaussian 

oothing.  

The gaussian smoothing result matches the FERDOR output most closely. The result of GA 

based method, when smoothness using the second difference method is incorporated is shown in 

Fi s 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 24.  Unfolded spectra after applying second difference smoothing. 

 
The spectrum were then unfolded and the sm

averaging scheme the output compared to FERDOR is presented in the Fig. 25. Here also the 

W

re

b

sm

g. 24. It can be seen that the oscillations are reduced and the GA output very closely follow

the FERDOR output except in the high energy region in all the three cases but there is a slight 

mismatch in the lower energy region for the case of 16x37 set.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

oothing applied was based on the Monte Carlo 



unfolded spectra matches well with the FERDOR output except the slight oscillations in the 

higher energy region.   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 25.  Unfolded spectra using GA after applying Monte Carlo based smoothing.  

The two smoothing techniques second difference methods and the Monte Carlo averaging were 

then applied together as a result the oscillations were further reduced but at the lower energy the 

difference between the FERDOR and the smoothened GA output becomes evident as shown in 

Fig. 26. In a ented here 

showed a very good match with the actual measurements.  

r and was applied during the unfolding. 

back spectra are compared with the measured data and in case of the completely determined 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ll the three smoothing methods discussed above the folded spectra not pres

Gaussian smoothing was also studied as discussed earlie

The unfolded spectra after carrying out gaussian smoothing as presented in Fig. 27 showed a 

very close matching with the FERDOR output in all the three cases; the oscillatory part is 

completely gone as can be seen. The spectrum when folded back is shown in, Fig. 28. The folded 
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problem the folded spectra of the FERDOR output is also plotted. The folded back data shows a 

very good match with the measurements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 26.  Unfolded spectra using GA after applying second difference 
method in addition to Monte Carlo based smoothing. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 27. Unfolded spectra using GA after applying Gaussian smoothing. 
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In case of the under-determined sets the folded back data is compared only to the actual 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 28. Folded back gaussian smoothened spectra for the under-determined cases. 

he genetic algorithm based method appears to be a very good candidate for unfolding in case of 

nder-determined problems where the measurements in hand are less than the energy bins one 

ants to unfold for. The GA approach overcomes the problem of inconclusive outputs generated 

sing few methods like matrix inversion in case of under-determined problem, as few of the 

alculated flux values come out to be negative, resulting in an unphysical solution. 

.4.3 Distribution of the solution data 

The solutions obtained in a complete run were saved and frequency distributions for all energy 

bin data w  seen that 

lthough the solution data points are not exactly normally distributed but they very much look 

measurements. 
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ere studied. A few of the distributions are shown in Fig. 29. It can be

a
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similar to a normal distribution and seems to be distributed symmetrically around a most 

probable value. 

 

   Fig. 29.  Distribution of the obtained solutions over few energy bins. 

Few of the distributions appear to be slightly skewed at the end. The last three distributions 

which appear to be logarithmic are actually not so, the shape of distribution is so because these 

are on the higher energy bin side thus only a limited number of distributions is available due to 

the non-negativity constraint applied on the solutions as discussed in section 1.2. All these 

distributions can be more or less approximated to a normal distribution and thus the confidence 

interval of the final solution can be estimated. For these results where the distribution is skewed 

the Chebyshev’s inequality as given by equation (26) can be used for estimating the confidence 
45 
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al number 0  

                                                                  Pr | |  

interval. The Chebyshev’s inequality states that for a random variable x with finite mean  and 

finite non-zero variance  ,  and for any re

          (26) 

his mathematical statement means that for any distribution with known mean  and 

variance ; and for a real number 1; at least 1 1 100 % of data falls within   

e.  times standard deviation of the mean of the distribution of the population. 

7. Uncertainty analysis of the unfolded spectrum 

he limitation of obtaining an exact solution to the unfolding problem is because we are trying to 

extract too much information from too few data. The constraint on the available data is due to 

measurement difficulties and limited number of detectors that can be used. There are very few 

codes for unfolding that perform uncertainty studies on the unfolded spectrum. Few methods use 

Monte Carl trix and in 

the measurements.  

ethod we have provisions to carry out the uncertainty analysis for the obtained 

e considered three possible scenarios which are,  

(i) considering that uncertainty is present only in the measured data 

(ii) considering that uncertainty is present only in the response matrix 

(iii) finally the case where uncertainty is present in both the measured data as well as in 

the response matrix      

Two approaches were taken to resolve these; first we introduced the uncertainties systematically 

as 5%, 10% and the square root of the measured values. Similarly for the response function we 

introduced atically, 

T

i.

T

o method for evaluating uncertainties due to uncertainties in response ma

In the reported m

unfolded spectra. W

 5%, 10% and 50%. It was observed that the uncertainty is propagated system
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ept in few bins, for all the three sets when uncertainty is introduced only in 

easurements Fig. 30.  

 
Fi a 

when uncertainty of different magnitudes added to the measured data 

.  

In the second approach uncertainties with same magnitudes were introduced but randomly. In the 

 

to the final solution but not with the same amplitude; the uncertainty is within the 10% in the 

final results exc

m

 

g. 30 Graphical representation for uncertainty propagation into the unfolded spectr

In the second scenario where uncertainty is introduced in the response matrix (of magnitudes 

5%, 10% and 50%); except in one or two cases the uncertainty transported was less than 1% in 

all the three sets as shown in Fig. 31. In the set where uncertainty was introduced in both 

measurements as well as the response function 5%, 5%; 10%, 10%  

, 10%  the uncertainty transported was within 30%, (shown in Fig. 32)

first case where uncertainties of magnitudes similar to the as in the systematic case were brought 

in the measurements only, but only two cases ( 5%    are presented here. 

The uncertainty transported into the unfolded spectra is less than 2% as can be seen in Fig. 33.  



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 31 Graphical representation for uncertainty propagation into the unfolded 
spectra when uncertainty of different magnitudes added to the response function. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 32 Graphical representation for uncertainty propagation into the unfolded  
Spectra when uncertainty of different magnitudes added to both  

measurements and the response function. 
 

In the second case where uncertainty of same magnitude as in systematic case was introduced in 

the response function the unfolded spectra has an uncertainty less than 1% in most of the bins 
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except in few, as seen in Fig. 34; where error introduced was 50%, this is an extreme case that 

we have considered only to see the magnitude of uncer  ttainty ransported. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a 
when uncertainty of different magnitudes added to the response function. 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 33 Graphical representation for uncertainty propagation into the unfolded spectra 
when uncertainty of different magnitudes added to the measurements only. 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 34 Graphical representation for uncertainty propagation into the unfolded spectr
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Fig. 35 Graphical representation for uncertainty propagation into the unfolded spectra 
when uncertainty of different magnitudes added to both measurements and the response 
function. 

But in practical problems this uncertainty will be less than 20%. In the case where uncertainty 

w

5%; 10 igher 

than 1% but less than 2% as shown in Fig. 35. 

comes from the uncertainty present in the measurements. The uncertainty transported due to the 

uncertainty in the response function is very small. In the cases where uncertainty is added as 

 it can be observed that the uncertainty in the lower energy bins is sm

 added increases and thus the transported 

as introduced in both the measurements as well as the response function 5%,

%, 10%  , 10% ; the error transported was slightly h

It can be noticed that the major fraction of transported uncertainty into the unfolded spectra 

all and as one 

goes to the higher energy side the uncertainty

uncertainty also increases. Also it should be noticed that when the uncertainty is added randomly 

which represents the actual physical scenario the uncertainty transported is very small. 
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8. Summary and Conclusions 

 We present a neutron spectrum unfolding method which is based on a stochastic global search 

procedure namely genetic algorithm. Here the search is based on features of natural evolution 

into problem solving. It is a population based model that uses selection and recombination 

operators to generate new solution points in a search space. The genetic algorithm search 

mechanism is probabilistic and is initiated through the creation of a large number of prospective 

solution orithm in a way iteratively improves the solution over a certain closed 

loop operations by successively incorporating the transitional solutions aiming to achieve a better 

solution. Genetic algorithm is a stochastic process and suitable for searching a single optimized 

solution – global optima or minima in a complex and multidimensional search space. 

The p rum 

measured in laboratory and accelerator environment. The measured spectra for Li(p,n) reaction, 

nfolded through our method shows a very good matching with the unfolded spectrum obtained 

om standard code like FERDOR and also with the iterative and matrix inversion method. The 

ethod is also tested with a measured spectrum of Am-Be(α,n) which was also unfolded 

ccessfully to give a very good match with unfolding carried out using FERDOR and with that 

entioned in the previous research works. A spectrum obtained by an experiment carried out on 

g(C,n) in an accelerator was also unfolded by the proposed GA based method, the unfolded 

ectra showed a similar pattern of the flux versus energy with the output of FERDOR but had 

me undesired oscillations. The cause for the oscillation was that no smoothing criterion was 

consid  the 

FERDOR output except s nt smoothing methods is 

st  

s.  Genetic Alg

 

roposed method is tested by unfolding a set of simulated spectra in addition to spect

u

fr

m

su

m

A

sp

so

ered. After incorporating the smoothing the oscillations got reduced matching with

ome minor fluctuations. Efficacy of differe

also studied. The proposed method is tested for unfolding an under-determined problem; here the 

andard code had a limitation as it does not solve under determine problems.  We have also
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tainty present in the 

easurements mainly contribute to the uncertainty in the unfolded spectra. Also when 

ncertainty is introduced randomly into the measurement the uncertainty carried forward to the 

unfolded spectra is less than 1%. 
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